WEBSITES AND BOOKS ON ANCIENT EGYPT

Websites on Ancient Egypt

http://www.mnh.si.edu/exhibits/eternal-life/

The British Museum. *Ancient Egypt.* http://www.ancientegypt.co.uk/menu.html


National Geographic Classics. *At the Tomb of Tutankhamen.*
http://www.nationalgeographic.com/features/98/egypt/

The Petrie Museum of Egyptian Archaeology. *Digital Egypt for Universities.*
http://www.digitalegypt.ucl.ac.uk/

University of Pennsylvania Museum of Archaeology and Anthropology. Egyptian Section.

Oriental Institute Research Archives, Chicago. Sites for students and teachers.
http://oi.uchicago.edu/OI/DEPT/RA/ABZU/YOUTH_RESOURCES.HTML


General Information


________. *Egypt to the End of the Old Kingdom.* Thames & Hudson 1982.


*Ancient Egypt.* Dorling Kindersley, 1996
Andrews, Carol. *Amulets of Ancient Egypt*. University of Texas Press, 1994. (These ornaments were believed to have symbolic and protective powers for the wearer, whether living or dead.)

Volume of the lithographs of David Roberts, who in 1838 set out for Egypt where he made countless sketches of the most remarkable sites and monuments.


Includes ancient Egyptian history.


Houlihan, Patrick F. *The Animal World of the Pharaohs.* Thames and Hudson, 1996.


James, T. G. *The British Museum Concise Introduction to Ancient Egypt.* University of Michigan Press, 2005.


**Religion**


**Art**


*Pharaohs: Treasures of Egyptian Art from the Louvre.* Oxford University Press, 1996.


James, T. G. *Egyptian Painting.* Harvard University Press, 1986.


**Hieroglyphics**


**For Young Readers (Grades 5-9)**
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